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EDITORIAL 

The Best of Times.. 

W an four new consoles (PS2, 
tmecube, Game Boy Advance c 

Xbox) this month. And while we’' 

be the biggest one-day product PlayStatio 

nr at least living room—d 

perfect spot that Crispin even broke out his old 
red, white and blue Olympic team Speedo from 
yesteryear to inspect good spots. Sony appears 
poised for world—or at least living room— 
domination, and SCEA COO Kaz Hirai told us he t larger than its competitors and look more 

ome theater amplifier by cryptically telling 

Contributing Writers 

■ • c : ic.vart@ziffdavis.com 

•V ... • ,-il .vachok@ziffdavis.com 
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Sure, mom told you not to ride your bike in 
the house, but she's never seen Dave Mirra 
Freestyle BMX from Acclaim Max Sports. With 
12 vert, dirt and street courses to tear up, 
you'll be ripping like the pros in no time. Use 
the Trick Modifier to create more than 1,300 
insane tricks. And with 10 sick multi-player 
games including Longest Grind and Gnarliest 
Crash, the couch will mold to your butt long 
before you put down the controller. 
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FORGET ALL THE HEALTH RISKS. If The 
Beautiful People Do It, It Must Be Okay! 

1 dangerously: 
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kohl’s* mervyn’s California® goody 



IN A CLASS OF 

BOKING 
i~" Go toe-to-toe with over 35 boxing 

legends & current stars: Hagler, 
Marciano, Duran, Vargas, Tua & more! 

F7 Move up the ranks in HBO Boxing’s 
Career Mode: KO Nation, HBO Boxing 
After Dark, HBO World Championship 
Boxing & TVKO Pay-Per-View! 

B'~ Punch-by-punch- commentary from 
Jim Lampley, Larry Merchant & 
Harold Lederman! 

/ 

W~~ Debut of female knockouts, Atlantic City 
& Las Vegas boxing venues, signature 
styles & punches plus much more! 

t 
THE ONLY GAME FEATURING ROY JONES JR. AND GEORGE FOREMAN. 







Well, first, of course, you have the nifty new start-up sequence (far right), and if you have a PS1, PS2, 
or DVD disc in the system it will automatically load. But if there’s nothing in the system, or the drive tray 
is open, you go to the new system menu where you have three choices: Browser, System Configuration, 
and Version. 

THE BROWSER 
No, not Netscape—this isn't that type of Browser. This is where you mess with everything hooked up 
to your PS2: Any memory cards, PocketStations, DVD video discs, audio CDs, PS1 or PS2 games in the 
system will appear here as little icons. If you select a memory card, you will go to the memory card 
management screen: Select any software and it will load. Presumably other peripherals, such as hard 
drives, modems, and other extras will also be accessed through here in the future. 

UTILITY DISK 
The only CD that comes 
packed in with the 
PlayStation2 isn’t a burich 
of game demos (as was 
previously promised), but 
more or less an electric 
version of the instruction 

manual. It walks you through the use of various parts 
of the hardware, and also includes a short sample of 
DVD video and the PS2’s DVD player driver so you 
can reinstall it to your memory card if you need to. 

ports and memory card slots, all the same size 
on the original PlayStation. Only two sets? Yup. 

iny says they didn’t include more controller ports in order to 
Ikeep costs low. 

I The light in the Reset button glows red when the system is 
idle, and green when it is active. The eject button has a blue 
light that flashes whei 

that fundamentally changes society in 



SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
Here’s where you can customize your system’s settings: change the language for the menus to Japanese 
or English, the time and date (yes, the PS2 has an internal clock), turn the digital audio out on or off, set 
the component video out to RGB or Y Cb/Pb Cr/Pr, and finally adjust the screen ratio to full screen or the 
letterboxed 4:3 or 16:9 ratios. 

VERSION 
These are the programs that run various functions inside your PS2, and will surely be upgradeable in the 
future. The list on the system as it stands now is browser, CD player, PlayStation driver and DVD driver, all 
of which are version 1.00 (not surprising since this is from one of the first PS2s off the production line!). 
You can't really do much here yet, except for one very important, very cool setting under the PlayStation 
driver, where you can adjust the PS2 to play your PS1 games with faster loading and smoother textures. 

[PS2 SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE] 





SO WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU TURN ON THE PS2? 
Well, first, of course, you have the nifty new start-up sequence (far right), and if you have a PS1, PS2, 
or DVD disc in the system it will automatically load. But if there’s nothing in the system, or the drive tray 
is open, you go to the new system menu where you have three choices: Browser, System Configuration, 
and Version. 

THE BROWSER 
No, not Netscape—this isn’t that type of Browser. This is where you mess with everything hooked up 
to your PS2: Any memory cards, PocketStations, DVD video discs, audio CDs, PS1 or PS2 games in the 

ttle icons. If you select a memory card, you will go to the memory card 
management screen: Select any software and it will load. Presumably other peripherals, such as hard 
drives, modems, and other extras will also be accessed through here in the future. 

UTILITY DISK 
The only CD that comes 
packed in with the 
PlayStation2 isn’t a bunch 
of game demos (as was 
previously promised), but 
more or less an electric 
version of the instruction 

manual. It walks you through the use of various parts 
of the hardware, and also includes a short sample of 
DVD video and the PS2’s DVD player driver so you 
can reinstall it to your memory card if you need to. 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
Here's where you can customize your system’s settings: change the language for the menus to Japanese 
or English, the time and date (yes, the PS2 has an internal clock), turn the digital audio out on or off, set 
the component video out to RGB or Y Cb/Pb Cr/Pr, and finally adjust the screen ratio to full si 
letterboxed 4:3 or 16:9 ratios. 

VERSION 
These are the programs that run various functions inside your PS2, and will surely be upgradeable in the 
future. The list on the system as it stands now is browser, CD player, PlayStation driver and DVD driver, all 
of which are version 1.00 (not surprising since this is from one of the first PS2s off the production line!). 
You can’t really do much here yet, except for one very important, very cool setting under the PlayStation 
driver, where you can adjust the PS2 to play your PS1 games with faster loading and smoother textures. 











Three Heroes 
One Enemy 
All Action 

Inspired by LucasArts’ rich Star Ward flight-game legacy, 
; ; 

STAR Wars STARFIGHTER combines intense air and space combat in 

a fast-paced action-adventure. Live the lives of three fighter pilots 

in a series of harrowing missions to save the galaxy from the 

evil Trade Federation. Pilot extraordinary 3D vehicles—including 

the Naboo N-i plus a variety of never-before-seen craft—through 

stunningly real worlds in 14-plus air and space missions. 



By Chris Johnston chrisJohnston@zindavis.com 
Mark MacDonald mark macdonald@zittdauis.com 

Press Sian The Honest Gaming News on the Planet 

Nintendo Goes Square 
The Future uf Nintendo is revealed all at once at Space World 2000 













Legend of Zelda 

Stur Wars 

Waue lace 



We’ll let you in on all of them. 
Electronic Gaming Monthly 
gives readers the latest news, 
ame reviews, and tips about the 
ottest new games for the leading 

video game systems. 

Don’t miss out on the exciting 
issues coming up! 

Detach and mail back the order 
form or call us at: 

1-800-779-1174 

VlWfMt" SAVINGS " " ~S 
ORDER FORM 

El YES! Send me Electronic Gaming Monthly for J 
the savings term I’ve selected below. 

□ One year (12 issues) $19.97 - SAVE 67% 8BCB1 
□ Two years (24 issues) $34.97 - SAVE 71% 











Sega’s Game Plan 
The Price Drop. The New Games. The New Attitude. 







CHAINSAWS, BOOMSTICKS, 
AND DEAOITES, OH MY! 

SLICE AND DICE THE UNDEAD 
WITH A WEAPON IN EACH HAND. 

FIGHT EVIL ACROSS THE SPANS OF TIME: FROM THE 
INFAMOUS CABIN TO ANCIENT DAMASCUS. 

BEST OF ALL... 
BRUCE CAMPBELL AS ASH! 



WonderSwan Color Takes flight 





Choose 
YourJedi 

JDIP0WMBATTLE5 
With the power of the Force and your trusty Jedi lightsaber, you must deflect, defeat 

and destroy legions of Trade Federation droids, Sith assassins, alien creatures— 

and ultimately, Darth Maul himself! The Jedi are now coming to Sega Dreamcast— 

to take advantage of its power and offer some new surprises! Find out more 

at http: //jedipowerbattles. lucasarts. com. 
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BLOW YOUR OWN BUBBLE: 



The Top 20 Best-Selling Games of July, 2000 



electronics boutmue 

where 

the world 



r
 

i NFL GAME DAY 200 r 
I #183279-9 

k TARZAN GREATEST 
I HITS | GREATEST HITS 

SOON! 
10/26/00 

SPYROTHE 

PLAYSTATION 2" 
| GAME CONSOLE 
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Prices valid in U.S. only. Typographical errors are not the responsibility of Electronics Boutique. Not all items may appear at our outlet locations. Prices may vary 
in Puerto Rico and New York City locations. At time of printing, all products are expected to be available. Some packaging and special offers may differ in 
Canada. Prices and availability are subject to change. Manufacturers' delays are not the responsibility of Electronics Boutique. ©2000 Electronics Boutique. 



Compiled By Chris Johnston Chris Johnston@zd.con 
8. Jennifer Whitesides 
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Includes 
Exclusive 

Mew 
MISSION! 

fw New weapons, characters and 
effects designed to take advantage 
of Dreamcast's power. 

f 

fw Intelligent characters and an 
intense story create a unique 



“THE BEST 

FIRST-PERSON 

SHOOTER 
Of All TIME...” 

-Offidol Sega Dreamtasi Magazine 

Just another day at the office. Or so you thought...until your experiment blew up 
in your face. Now, with aliens coming through the walls and a military death squad 
killing everything in site, you’re scrambling to stay alive. Half-Life combines great 

storytelling with intense action and advanced technology to create what many 
consider to be the greatest action game experience of all time. 

Plus, here for the first time is an entirely new Half-Life mission created exclusively 
for the Dreamcast - Blue Shift! In this huge new campaign, you take command of a 
security guard at the Black Mesa research facility and battle your way through the 

chaos of an alien invasion. 

r* Huge new mission, Half-Life: 
Blue Shift - designed just for 
the Dreamcast! 

•rw Play the game that has won more 
than 50 Game of the Year awards 
from publications around the world. 

■ gearbox [yA L V e | ^f ’l ERRJl Sega Dreamcast. 
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Previews This Month in Previews 



TWO WORDS 
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GALLERY 



TODDRICHARDS 
1ST PLACE 2000 WINTER X-GAMES SUPERPIPE 

2ND PLACE 2000 WINTER X-GAMES SLOPESTYLE 

"REVOLUTION 



PREVIEW 
GALLERY 
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PREVIEW 
GALLERY 

You probably recognize this game by now. Since we last previewed it 
Interplay has translated this Climax game!, slapped an extended title 
on it, and plans to bring it stateside this month. We didn’t get a 
reviewable version in time for this issue, so expect a review next month. 



Respe©t 

How should we protect the rights 

of artists in a digital world? Get 

the online music debate from a 

different poinf-of-view. 

ARTISTS 
AGAINST 
PIRACY 

v.ArtistsAgainstPiracy.c 



PREVIEW 
GALLERY 
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A‘toon that, well, didn’t turn out 

flick Cool World. Dubbed “Roger 
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ultra-super cool fitfflliT 
SfcfcHSl'. fc&IS-trofc-CS 
aroByescuBS. 
Emperor of the Streets £ 
¥l=A*lS»lc. 

Sega Dreamcast. 
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GALLERY 

Japanese, English, French, German 
and Spanish. No characters return 



Menaces! 

l^L/llt! OPERATION EXTREME,. 
Now's your chance to save the world from the evil Dr. X! As Action Man™, you'll spy, fly, 
drive and dive your way through 6 deadly domains - from Professor Gangrene's desert lab to 
Dr. X's frozen arctic fortress! Use state-of-the-art equipment and awesome vehicles like 
the tricked-out Silver Speeder! Action Man: Operation Extreme - it's where the action is! 

THE GREATEST HERO OF THEM ALL! 
AVAILABLE FALL 2000 _ 
www.hasbro-interactive.com I [—"l _ A 

LjJ raEM ** ©2000 Hasbro, Inc. ©2000 Hasbro Interactive, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 



Bigger, 

Smarter. 

And Right 

Behind You. 
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THE GLADIATOR 

BLOOD SPORT OF THE 

FUTURE 

Unreal” Tournament coming this 

Fall For the PIayStati0112 and 

the Sega l)t eamcast 

©'Dreamcast. O PlayStation.2 ^SfeM,»j|§» 
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Banjo and I 



REST 

ROOMS 

to split up to get the job done. 
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GALLERY 



www.deathiscoming.com 



ISILENTfl 
■SCQBEI 

| PlayStation.g 

SILENT SCOPE IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
PLAYSTATION 2 AND DREAMCAST, 
COMPLETE WITH AN ON-SCREEN TARGETI 
SYSTEM, MAGNIFIABLE SCOP^Miy_TIPLE 
BRANCHING PATHS AND DETAILED' Gi^APTHU 
DRAWN STRAIGHT FROM THE ARCADE^** 
ORIGINAL. AND YES, THE PRESIDE^ IS 
STILL BEING HELD HOSTAGE. YOU’RE 
THE SNIPER WHO’S SENT TO SAVE HIM. 
ALL YOU’LL NEEHl'Ka STEADY HAND, 
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Just to give you an idea how big the droid control 
ship is at the end of Starfighter, picture this: The 
droid lander craft is so big your ship looks like a 
speck next to it in comparison (it’s easily a hundred 
times larger), and the control ship can fit 30 to 40 of 
these inside it! That’s crazy huge! 
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www.squaresoft. 



Aya Brea is back on the job. The Neo Mitochondrion Creature infestation has resurfaced and has taken 
a sinister twist. The outcome of this battle will determine earth’s dominant species. 
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YOU BETTER 
v!atch<>ut/ 

one mean 
INTERACTIVE 

OAM E IS COMING 

THIS FALL. 

U N IVER^SAL Dreamcast 
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4. 
PREVIEW 
GALLERY 

Like Madden, EA’s NHL series seems like it’s on cruise control. It’s 
basically last year’s game with a few more bells and whistles-a new 
momentum meter, more camera angles, authentic crowd involvement 
and additional teams (Ukraine and Latvia]). As for gameplay, you can 
now add “cannon shots” and one-footed yvristers to your scoring 
arsenal. NHL 2001 hits the stores in September. 

vVM, 

>-r 

Electronic Gaming Monthly -148 
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AMERICA’S #1 GAME NEWS & TRICKS! 

Video Game Questions &Win! 

RECENT WINNERS 
Max Gustafson, South San Francisco, CA; Cory Conn, Peru, IN; PJ Tenney, Clarksburg, CA; 
Michael Welsh, Sicklerville, NJ; Dale Exinvil, Jamaica, NY; Jeffrey Burt, Dunkirk, NY; Chris 
Grace, Covington, LA; Joe Johnson, Round Rock, TX; Robert Short, Odenton, MD; Patrick 
McAuliffe, Norco, CA; Charles Ewing, Jackson,j Ml; C. Young, Concord, Ml; Dave Gregory, 
Hazard, KY; Chris Coburn, Linden, NJ; Christopher Ratvil, Chippewa Lake, OH; Michael 
Mandrel, Newport, Rl; Benjamin Nesbith, Upper Saddle River, NJ; Boyns, Jacksonville, FL; V. 

Martin, North Hollywood, CA; Michael Vazquez, Rochester, NY; Justin 
Gray, Shreveport, LA; Ramon Motine, North 

Hollywood, CA; Elliot Wichrowski, 
Cleveland, OH; Curtis White, Emporia, 

VA: Orlando, Maplewood. MO 



Eat 
More 
Pork 

Wear 

1 More 
Leather 





PUNCH, KICK, 
GRAPPLE and WRESTLE 

authentic UFC fight 
in ultra-realistic. 

STEP INTO THE OCTAGON 
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GALLERY 
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Nitro BurningMjragsters 
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PREVIEW 
GALLERY 





GALLERY 

Little Nicky 

Mirroring the story of the upcoming 

the player with 14 platform levels and 
close to a dozen mini-games. A battery 
of moves are at Nicky’s disposal, 
including a flaming burp and “evil ray.” 
How Ubi Soft will keep the ESRB happy 
remains to be seen-Digital Eclipse has 
apparently kept the Sandler spirit, for 
better or for worse. Nicky GBC will be 
singeing shelves Nov. 17. 

Who Wants To Be 

A Millionaire- ind 

Edition 

Electronic Gaming Monthly -166 



Who Said 
Faj jtasies 
Had To be 

Final? 
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Crash & Bash 
your way through 

eight hazard-filled 
environments 

Supercharge 
your vehicle 

with a turbo injection 
of high-speed energy 

bumper 
fh split-screen 
head-to-head r; 

Smoke 

in Battle Mode. 
One of five hair-raising 

modes of play 

Tyco" R/C Speed Wrench 
vehicle also available. 
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SONY PLAYSTATION 2 
MSRP: $299 

launched in March—at least from the froi 
VERTICAL STAND 
MSRP: $15 | 

covered by a plastic hatch, in place of the 
card slot on the Japanese model. It's here 
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FIVE LAUNCH 
GAMES YOU 
MUST BUY 
We locked ourselves in our 

party room with the PS2, a 

big-screen TV and all the 

launch titles we could get our 

hands on. When we emerged 

days later, shaken and 

stained, we declared these 

five games the ultimate 

showpiece titles for your 

spiffy new system. Bust out 

your credit cards—you’ll want 
to nab all five of these games 

within the first week of the 

PS2’s splashdown... 



STIMESPLITTERS 
tipos ; RIDGE RACER V 

NAMCO 

iGJ-ER'S RUN 
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Gaming With These 
Speakers Is Almost 
Like Cheating 
With the FourPointSurround” FPS2000 Digital speakers, winning 
is within your power. You will hear your enemy sneaking towards 

you from any direction. The FourPointSurround” FPS2000 Digital 
speakers surround you with razor-sharp sound clarity, 

power for the most intense gaming, and bass that will 
kick you in the chest. If that’s too much to handle, the 
FourPointSurround" FPSI800 or the FourPointSurround” 
FPSI500 speakers deliver true-to-life surround sound 
that no real gamer should be without. 

You can still choose to “play by the book” - 
just don’t come whining to us when you lose. 
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BANNED IN THE USA VIDEO GAME STARS 

BAND TOGETHER 
Believe it or | 1 """ 300™® 1 

Worse still, most of the 

polygon version's 

E G M 1 S COLLEC- 

T ION 0 F MAIL 

FROM INMATES 

KEEPS ‘ GROWING 

(N) INTENDO FINALLY 

GROWS UP 

-re(c-lc-j--«-11-lnwlwwN1-i|.ul >■!»» . , ■ - awsystem's growing library. *We realize 
v,. icu.o .w. v. y«i. .<= or others simply saying hello and thank- f°r unarmed campers who leave food out- there is a segment of the gaming public oul 
ing us for giving so much gaming info in every issue. And still skte of their tent. After rummaging through there who happens to be really old." says 
other times we receive strange scrawls from inmates who go ,he trash. y°u eom P°in,s ,f°r tearing an Inte—■" —-* son, "and they want 

Idressed to specific editors), or some sort of body sleep. Extra points are awarded for slough- 
Ne hope wasn't intentionally placed in the envelope. 

-“-gilljj- a|| of you inmates who keep 
on thouqh- Is it true you can't play simulator, puts you in control of I 

Mnrirnn Ac n hitmnn for tho m. 

third-party peripheral manufacturer. 



YOU COULD WIN! 
It's Very Simple: We're Giving 
Away A Bunch of Stuff for Free 

PHATTER THAN FAT 
Thank you to all who continue to send us sites. We love chec 
ing them out more than we love G.l. Joe and Cobra T-shirts., 
usual, here are all kinds of sites: Weird, gaming-related, zai 
funny, cool, stupid and so on and so forth. Send Web site su 
missions to shawn_smith@zifMavis.com 

www.8eestees.com 
www.tlites.com 
www.treats.com 
www.poweredbyart.com 

www.da3.net 
www2.tpg.com.au/users/sastan/FreeStuff.html 
www.w24.com 
www.ph-heidelberg.de/stud/bechters/www_mail.hti 
www.garage-a-records.com 
www.fastweb.com 
www.lava.net/~artbeat/ 
www.beats.com 
www.abcdefghijklmnop.com 
www.philips.com/expanium/ 

postcard and you might just be picked as the winner! This doesn't cost you anything—it's as 
simple as sending in a three-inch by five-inch postcard with your name, address and 

EGM's Box o' Stuff Sweepstakes #135 
c/o Electronic Gaming Monthly 

P.O. Box 3338 
Oak Brook, IL 60522-3338 

A WORD FROM ESAK 

Hello, gaming friends. It has been 

the time, training with Mahir and 
generally having good times. Did 
somebody say homemade wine? 

wrestling games (mostly in- 
Europe). I know there are times 





Whoever has the most toys wins. 









INVITE YOUR 

FRIENDS over 



“...a great 
party game!” 

-Next Gen “ Powerstone 2 
is the future of 

fighting games!” 
- Game Fan 

Over 120 
Usable W- 

Sega 
dS'Dreamcast 
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THE 15 
MUST-BUY 
FLICKS 
With over 6,000 DVDs 

available in the U.S. alone, 

the choices for the new DVD 

consumer can be intimidating 

to say the least. Below are 15 

essential DVDs, which 

represent the best the format 

currently has to offer in 

quality and breadth of 

supplemental features. 
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Ever felt like the whole world was against you? 

You’re about to experience deja vu. 











4. 
PlayStation 

(ESSMRIllSQnM 

For use with compatible software on the PlayStation® game console 

and the PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system 









'F355 CHALLENGE LEADS THE RACE 
FOR THE [MOST] REALISTIC DRIVING SIMULATION EVER... TRULY SOME GIFT FROM THE GODS’ 

“This is certainly one INCREDIBLE-LOOKING RACING GAMES EVER SEEN’ 

‘Visually, this is nothing short of amazing’ 











Tired of your button-down 

job? Wanna make games 

instead of just play ’em? 
Writer Mark Saltzman talks 

shop with the brightest 

stars in the industry. Have 
they got a job for you! 

















The First 30 ft 
Public Humiliation 

Simulator 







PlayStationi? 

Buy it with your PlayStation^ computer entertainment system! 



SOUND ENGINil 

PC vs. Console 





Sega#Di 



jg1 You spend hours 
mirror working ( 
one eyebrow- 

e You call 
“Jabronis 

0 You’ve created your own 
entrance video for 
whenever you enter a room- 

0 Your apartment is 
furnished with metal 
chairs and cheap buffet 
tables • 

£j You’ve rigged your 
apartment with elaborate 
pyrotechnics for dramatic 

g? Finally having a 
game for your Sega 
Dreamcast brings a 







Will Wright, Maxis Software 
I taught myself to program on the Apple II. When 
the Commodore 64 first came out I bought one 
and learned it as fast as I could. I then created my . J 
first game on it (Raid on Bungeling Bay) and then ' A A 
sold the publishing rights to Broderbund * f 

99 

pi Richard “Levelord” Gray 
r ^Like most of us in the action genre of 

computer games, it was through the Gateway 
of DOOM. I don’t think I know a single person 

3 who entered this industry in the mid-1990s 
* * who didn’t cross that gate. What a great game 

today’s game-design tools are helpful, but then games aren’t that 
simple anymore. “They’re turning into epics. Making them has become 
a way of life instead of just a hobby.” 

Perry’s advice on getting a job as a game designer is to make your 
ideas visual. “If I pop in a VHS tape and see something that looks 
interesting, you will have my attention a lot faster than making me read 
a 200-page document with numerical tables and endless character 
bios,” admits Perry. “To do this, use the Internet to team up with a good 

executive producer at the companies you would like to publish it. But 
wait’til you have it looking really sweet.” 

The last famous game designer we chatted with is at this very 
moment enjoying the fact his latest PC game, The Sims, is the number 
one-selling game of the year thus far. We’re talking about the one and 
only Will Wright, who says while it may be hard to break in as a “lone 
wolf” programmer/designer as he did 18 years ago, there are many 
more ways to get a job now than ever before. Wright suggests applying 
as a tester or low-level producer, and learn as you go. 

Mirroring Rubin’s sentiment, Wright agrees it is very difficult to get a 
starting job as a designer with no experience. “A designer needs to 

levels or art, and send it out to the entire world. I personally made 

hired to do contract levels for Blood. Those led to full-time work on 
Duke Nukem, which in turn got me here...an owner at Ritual 
Entertainment. ^ ^ 

Game Design: 
Secrets of the Sages 
Secrets of the Sages, Second Edition (BradyGAMES) is a 460-plus 

I had the distinct pleasure of interviewing over 150 of the world’s 

David Perry, 
W'tDt H Shiny Entertainment 
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The newest additioif to tbe 
PlayStation®? 

Armored Con ries allows 

you to go head-to-head in 

relentless battles using ai 

endless combinal 

given so many opt 

configuring ypl|r A 

non-stop actional 
j! ? i / n 
with graphics that 

imagination. Choo: 

2-player split screen or linked combat sorties. 

Wfl 7 '«¥ 
New Planet - New Weapons - New 

specially 



jHH^RfSRxiO customizable parts 
avafTaWe - featuring Interior 
Equipment & Extension Packs, 

•^nter all new Arenas to challenge 
qver 45 menacing AC’s. 

• Over-Boost Propulsion generates 
lightning speed {pr AC units. ^ . 

•-More than 35 Single-Player \ tfff 
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Demolition Racer-No Exit 
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'Easily one of the best PS2 launch titles. 
-Gamers' Republ 

PlayStation.c? Our gomes go to 17/ 
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Available on your favorite 

video game consoles. 

Also available on 

is a surf rider's wet dream featuring a South 

ID different beaches, and B world class surfers 

Corey Lopez, 5hane Bescheo, and Rochelle Ballard, 

have to do is rip barrels, 360's, aerials, slashes, 

than 4D tricks in all] against the best surfers 

— and gou can grab the 

gou've got the cajones to be 

of the waves. We'll see. 

it out this fall at a retailer 

near gou or visit us online at 

www.champianshipsurfer.cam. 
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SMUGGLER 5 RUN 
Levels are over 5 square miles, each with a "drive anywhere" environment filled with other 
smugglers and law enforcement officials. 

Choose from 35 different vehicles, each with unique modifications and strengths. 

Compete head-to-head or run "pick up and deliver" missions against Al opponents or 
in full multiplayer mode. 

Maneuver your way through arid desert, icy tundra, or rocky mountain forest. 

Real Time Damage Models allow you to watch the parts fly as you pay the price for 
punishing collisions! 

Soundtrack available on Guidance Recordings 
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WWW.EBWORLD.COM 

SPREAD THE WORD AOL KEYWORD: EBWORLD 
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MONSTERM 
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GAMER 
"NE 

S DREAM 
AUCTION! 

online games auction ever, 
and rack up bpnus karma points at the 

bid on the most exciting 
game packages from the hottest names in 
the industry-and even get a shot at owning 
one of the very first Microsoft Xbox, 
Nintendo Dolphin or Sony PlayStation 2 
game consoles in the U.S.! Even better, 
it's all to benefit youth and teen programs 
across America, as part of the interactive 
entertainment industry's charity event, 
"Nite to Unite for Kids!" Going once, 
going twice... 

Bidding begins Saturday, October 7, 2000 
and ends Friday, October 20, 2000. 

Log on to http://www.amazon.com/ 
nite-to-unite-auction 

I Start your Holiday Shopping 
I early, and bid on these unique 
I packages from the game 
[ industry's leading companies! 

S* 
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fSiSSS?" 
ONLINE AUCTION SPONSORED BY: 





ilghtnarish city: 

CAPCOM 



Your beeper beeps. Your PDA chimes. You can make a quick call wherever you are. Yup. technology 
is an integral part of everyday life. That's why ZDNet has all the product reviews to help you find 
the latest gadget. In fact. ZDNet was named "Best Overall Online Site" by the Computer 
Press Association. However technology touches your life. ZDNet's Reviews Channel 
has something for you. Because ZDNet is where technology takes you.” 

www.zdnet.com 



ESRB Rating System: www.esrb.com 

EARLY CHILDHOOD RATING: Deemed Suitable For Children 3 

Or Older. Products Carrying This Label Have Absolutely No 

Material That Would Be Considered Inappropriate By Parents. 

EVERYONE RATING: The E Replaced The Previous K-A Rating 

Last Year. Suitable For Kids Ages 6 And Up, E-Rated Games 

May Contain Minimal Violence Or Crude Language. 

TEEN RATING: Contains Suggestive Themes, Mild Or 

Strong Language And Animated Violence. Some Parents 

May Want To Supervise Children Playing T-Rated Games. 

MATURE RATING: These Games Contain More Adult Themes, 

Such As Blood And Gore, Stronger Language And Sexual 

Themes. Deemed Not Suitable For Those Under 17. 

ADULTS ONLY RATING: The Extreme Of The Ratings, Suitable For 

Adults Only. Packs Sexual Themes And Extreme Violence. 

Console Manufacturers Have Yet To Allow An AO-Rated Game. 



EGM’s Last 102 Reviews 
From EGM #131 - 135 Review Archive 
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On September 15th, 2000 the best athletes from all over the world will gather in the 

idyllic sufliine climate of Sydney, the cultural capital of Australia, for the world's 

greatest competition: The Olympic Games. To celebrate the games Eidos Interactive 

is bringing Sydney 2000 - The Official Video Game of the Olympic Games 

to the PlayStation game console, Dreamcast and the PC. 

Sydney 2000 features 32 countries in 12 events, TV style presentation, competitive 

mufti-player modes, authentic Olympic environments and fluid real-time animations 

creating an ultra realistic event sports video game experience. Compete in the heat 

of international competition with advanced motion-captured animation and incredible 

details like facial expressions and variable breathing rates. Grab the gold in the most 

GAMEPLAV FEATURES: 

12 challenolno events -32 counities 

OLYMPIC STADIUM 

4 gomeplay modes: head-lo-heatf, Olympic, coaching, and arcade • 2 gold medal commentators 

1ET IKE GAMES BEGIN. MATE. 





PERFECT OaRK 
V fill insider 

Your monthly source for anything ::::v!ia 
and everything Perfect Dark «.«—*—• 

PERFECT DUCK HUNT SECRET SHAFT 
On the first solo mission, dataDyne Central - Note: You need an explosive weapon such as the 
Defection, you can do a little target practice on Rocket Launcher to use in the Cheat Solo 
the passing cars. Just work your way up to one of Missions, in order to do this trick. 
the rooms with a wall taken up by windows and ln the Carrington Institute, access the computer 
shoot out one of them. Now watch for a passing in “hacker central” with the Cheats on it. If 
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□ PlaySroriunZ 
oapiftooQ© $© (fe&nre ®(? @m[©(rfeato^ 

pogvosw ?@ys 
play the Hottest new PlayStation 2 saxes 
free admission • Multi-play • cool prizes 

Los Angeles • San Diego • Ontario • New York • New Jersey 

Philadelphia • Baltimore • Washington P.C. • Delaware • Boston • San Francisco 

October 13th through November 5th 

go to uuu.lGameTOurs.com to find the ee store 
and event locations in your city. 

Play until you drop! 

I 







■KHKH Order Back Issues of: 

Electronic Gaming Monthly 





PlayStation NOV. 2000 
On sale Oct. 9 

NOV. 2000 
On sale Oct. 16 

Demo Disc 

• Jarren a Labonte Stock 

Non-Playables 
• MBS2: Sons of Liberty 
• Final Fantasy IK 
• Driver 2 

PlayStation 2 Dino Crisis 2 Comprehensive guide to 
Dine Crisis 2 

Fall lootball fun with NFL f 
2K1 and Madden 2001 ; 







Advertiser Index 
ssssfflssr" 

•Retro games 

•Over 6,000 Titles! 

PiincoLand 
Superstore 

www.funcoland.com 

1-888-684-8969 

•Decks & Accessories 

us your games on-line! 

•Order On-line! 

•Or Call Toll Free 

•Great Prices 



Born of different worlds, 

together by fate, each shall rise 

to face their destiny. 



"The level- of detail paid fb every single moment,- 
circumstance and environment is overwhelming. 

Official Dreamcast Magazine 

.undeniably the, prettiest role-playing game ever to grace 
a console." , 

www.6ailYra6ar.com 

|Graridia.II is easily the most impressive ne 
r geheralfon RPG.we'ye seeriy and the firs 
|\ < 'epic'lor'anexfcgenerat'idn/ionsdle. 
1 \ wmw.thegia.com 

-looking look a! what is surely tfe best- 
7on a next-generation console... 

Gamer's Republic Online 
RIJG yet 

give sub-par developers a lesson 
RPG right." 

GameFan Magazine 

"Any'RPG fan.Would/#e insane \o miss out ohd 
gameplay experience and it fcotfld gp far in coni 

who' previdu^iytrode th^JRPG fence. 

"If you want your copy of Grandia 2 this holiday season, 
don’t expect Santa's little elves to1 make you 4 special copy, 
pre-order it now or you may not'get it until late January." 

www.GA-Console.com 

Critically acclaimed and over 2 y 
in the making, GrandiaFAM 

arrives December 2000. 
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Jmmirst there was Mario Golf and now there’s 
L Mario Tennis. Thanks to N64 developer 

Camelot, Mario and his cast of friends have 
■ flourished in the usually bland country club 

sports of golf and tennis. Mario Tennis is a great 
example of how to make a game completely 
playable without making it simple—it’s short on 
learning curve and long on fun. There are a ton of 
different game modes and 16 characters to master, 
■ — - ■ .»s. Heck, each with 
you’ll even find a new member of the Nintendo 
family in Waluigi. So pick up a controller, call 
some friends over and get ready for a multiplayer 
experience that outdoes any old Mario Party. 

TmOKnaI&nt} 

mms 

PLAYING Against: 

soned veterans coming back for more. One feature 
that’s sure to help the game stand the test of time is 

its multiplayer mode. Get a room 

Hatahacp full of people together and let the 
UdUHJddC tennis wars begin, Mario style, 

time,0 Of course, if you’re having people 

best character 0Ver’ y0U woult,n’t want t0 suck 
best advice at the game now would you? OK, 

alsot[y then. Read up on the next few 
jpTj pages for some inside details on 
I *] developer how to become a pro. See you at 
's"'“ center court! 

A Game With 
Some Balls 

by Dan Leahy 
dan_leahy@ziffdavis.com 

I can’t remember the last time I was this surprised 
by a game. Sure, I knew Camelot would develop a 
good product for N64, but Mario Tennis achieves 
the same level of quality as Mario Golf. 

It is excellent in every regard. Great characters 
(even a new one, Waluigi) and simple controls 
will have anybody mashing the ball with Bowser in 

An editorial supplement to Electronic Gaming Monthly 
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Player Style: 
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RWD 340 BHP 4WD 249 BHP 

4WD 249 BHP 4WD 225 BHP RWD 252 BHP 

FWD 251 BHP 

FWD -243 BHP 

FWD 261 BHP RWD 280 BHP 

4WD 280 BHP FWD 249 BHP FWD 256 BHP FWD 256 BHP FWD 256 BHP 

An editorial supplement to Electronic Gaming Monthly™ 



Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 
they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 
Please visit us www.retromags.com 

ide from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
able from the Publishers themselves. 

Thank you! 


